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I. Introduction: The Double Quartet and Tangent Sphere Concept 
J. w. Linnett has proposed in his book, The Electronic 
Structure of Molecules(l), an approach to molecular orbital theory 
which he calls the double-quartet approach. The double-quartet, 
or d-q approach in a molecule with a completed octet, states that 
electrons of each spin set assume, or try to assume a tetrahedral 
array around their 'mother atom'. In the case of molecular oxygen, 
there are three d-q figures representing the molecule in its ground 
1 .,_ ' 
and E; , IJ' , states. This representation is shown in Figure 
1. 
Figure 1 - d-q Representation of Oxygen in its 
Ground State (J~) and ~~and ~~States- 
~ ~ ~ 
s.,,;,.., •p J p ,·"' -r )- J(>l0'1 t.tf' 
t&tJt! t1ifiJ ~ 
f p1',,,. dew.-, fp··~ d 0 WV\ ? ~ fpt'"" J.. , ,,.u1. 
t ll 1.z_ + :7. - 
·~ ) z., 
t. .. t 'L - The configurations £;, IJ), and ) merely represent different 
~ t 
energy states of the molecule. In the£} state, the electrons of 
one spin occupy the sa~e point in space as the electrons of the 
other spin set. In the1£;-state, the ground state of oxygen, and 
-2- 
! 
the Zl;state no two electrons occupy the same point in space. 
If the electrons are assumed to be point charges in space with 
only potential energy and no kinetic energy or angular momentum, the 
problem becomes quite simple. It is merely to formulate an energy 
expression as a function of internuclear distance and electron ar- 
rangement, and then with the help of a computer, insert a series of 
values for the parameters, and choose the minimum energy values for 
each configuration. On comparing these values with the values 
obtained from spectral data for molecular oxygen, an idea of the 
validity, or practicality, of the model can be attained. By validity 
it is meant, how well does this picture of the electronic config- 
uration simulate the actual behavior of the molecule. It is well 
known that the d-q approach works quite well in predicting para- 
magnetic effects and dimerism. The more evidence that is gathered, 
quantitatively, that this approach is correct, the better the picture 
could be said to resemble the actual state of nature. 
John Moore, in his senior thesis last year did the above. The 
results were discouraging. The absolute energy difference between 
j # 7. - 
the!; and the 'l; states were 183 times too large, and the difference 
! , - 
between the a, and the 'E;. states was 122 times too large. His results 
are shown graphically in Figure 2. 
-3- 
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Figure 2 - Theoretical Energy Values Obtained on a 
Point Charge d-q Model of Oxygen and the 
Experimental Energy Differences 
On a relative basis, his energy differences were 60% too low in 
comparison to experimental energy differences.(2) It is thus ap- 
parent that a strict adherence to the d-q approach is impractical 
for quantitative calculations. There were two obvious reasons for 
the difference between theory and experiment in Moore's work. First, 
Moore found it necessary to use a tangent sphere model for the 1 £; + 
state to avoid the infinite repulsion that would occur if two point 
charges experienced the same place in space at the same time. The 
3. - 1lJ problem here is that he used a point charge model for the~· and ') 
states, instead of changing these to tangent sphere models also. 
Secondly, the kinetic energy and angular momentum considerations were 
left out of the energy calculations. This was done for the sake of 
simplicity. The effect of adding kinetic energy and angular momentum 
considerations will be discussed later. 
-4- 
Henry A. Bent, at the University of Minnesota, has proposed 
that the electrons in the d-q approach should be treated as a set 
of electron spheres(3); that is, treat the electron as a diffuse 
cioud that assumes a spherical shape due to energy considerations. 
The charge can be assumed to act from the center of the sphere in the 
energy calculations. The kinetic energy of such an electron sphere 
has been shown by Newmark(4) to be; 
Eq. l Kinetic Energy~ 9/(8r2) 
where r is the radius of the electron sphere. This means that the 
kinetic energy of an electron sphere drops off rapidly with an in- 
crease in radius. Due to the fact that the energy of the molecule 
tries to seek a minimum, the kinetic energy term will force the sphere 
to spread out and occupy as much space as possible. Consequently, 
it will run into another electron of its own spin set, and, by the 
Pauli Exclusion Principle will be halted there. Moreover, it will 
also be attracted to the nucleus, or, in this case, the o•6 ion. It 
will be halted at the o+6 ion also, since the inner (K) shell is filled 
and to overlap it would be a violation of the Pauli Exclusion Prin- 
ciple. Thus, the electron sphere will become tangent to the core 
electrons and any other electron in its own vicinity. It is worth- 
while to note here that the introduction of the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle as a basic premise is essential to the tangent sphere model. 
The tangent sphere model was first treated such that the bonding 
-5- 
electron spheres were smaller than the nonbonding electron spheres. 
This comes about because the attraction by the cores is greatest 
for these spheres, thus making them smaller. Later, it will be seen 
that the effect of using different size spheres is relatively small 
compared to that of using all the same size spheres for each spin set. 
Also, a great deal of difficulty in determining an energy expression 
will be avoided by the use of equal size spheres throughout each 
system. 
-6- 
II. Tangent Sphere Approach 
Using the concept of tangent spheres it was decided to derive 
fe + ~ ~ - 
energy expressions for the 7, (JJ , and 'l';. states of molecular 
oxygen from a first principles basis. By first principles, it is 
meant that the energy expressions used will be based purely on the 
grounds of electrostatic repulsion and attractions, and kinetic 
energ~ and a complete tangent spheres approach, as proposed by Bent, 
will serve as the model. As another first principle, a rigid ad- 
herence to the Pauli Exclusion Principle will also be imposed on the 
model. 
A. Energy Background and Expressions 
The energy expressions for the tangent sphere models will contain 
terms of four distinct types. First, there will have to be terms to 
express the kinetic energy of the electron spheres. The general form 
of these terms were given by Newmark(4) as given in Equation 1. 
Kinetic Energye- sphere.ilt.9/(8r2) 
Second, there will occur electrostatic repulsions between different 
electrons and the two cores. These terms, will have the form of 
Equation 2. 
Eq.2 Ve-e-: zee~R 
-7- 
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In Equation 2, R is the intercenter separation of the two charged 
spheres. Third, there will be the potential terms contributed by 
two electrons of opposite spin that are completely overlapped. The 
form taken by these terms is shown in Equation 4. 
Eq.4 Vcomp. overlap= 6e2/(5R) 
In Equation 4, R is the radius of the overlapped spheres, which are 
here assumed to be of the same size. Equation 4 can be derived by 
integrating the potential expression, Equation 5, over all space. 
In Equations, r is the intercenter distance of the two spheres and 
'Re' is the radius of the overlapping sphere. By introducing the 
electron density for the entering sphere, (Equation 6), 
and reducing to atomic units, Equation 4 is obtained. The final 
potential term needed to derive the energy expressions is an overlap 
(4) 
term. The overlap term, derived by Newmark, describes the potential 
between two spheres which are only partially overlapped as shown in 
Figure 3. 
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Figure~ - Example of Partial Overlapping of 
Electron Spheres 
:t 
13_ /t t + .... .,.., 
!phtre 'J 
1) 
The partial overlap term, being complex is given in Appendix A. 
Throughout this paper it wil~ be abbreviated as Equation 7. 
Eq. 7 1f partial overlap=f(Rx,Ry,D) 
In Equation 7, x and y are the two spheres that are being overlapped, 
Rx and Ry are their respective radii, and D.is the intercenter distance. 
With the above in mind, it is now possible to derive energy 
equations for the ground and excited stationary states of the oxygen 
molecule. The stationary state just means that the molecular models 
were so treated that the spin sets were stationary to each other and 
with respect to the reference frame; that is, they are not rotating. 
Before the energy expressions are worked out in any detail it is 
necessary to have a clear picture of what the model looks like in 
terms of three dimensional space. With this, a better appreciation of 
-9- 
the model and energy expression, as well as related geometrical 
implications, will be obtained. Therefore, Figures 4, 5, and 6 
l 1e -1 
show the spatial distribution of electrons around the ~, c.; , 
1. - and f; states of molecular oxygen. 
1. + 
In order to simplify the energy equations for the :e; and 
states of molecular oxygen, a more general tangent sphere model 
can be determined. This is done by introducing another parameter 
than those shown in Figure 4 or in Figure 5, This parameter is 
Theta, e, the angle formed by one spin set axes (x,y) with another 
spin set axes (x',y'), and is shown schematically in Figure 7. 
I z 
Figure 7 
.t " As can be seen from reference to Figures 4 and 5, the~ state 
1 
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Consequently, because the spheres are tangent to each other 
and the core, it becomes possible to determine an energy relationship 
~., f. 
for the general case of the ~,, and l7; state in which the energy is a 
function of Re, Ro, Ri, C, and e. These parameters are defined in 
Figure 8. 
It is possible to determine the core size, (Rc),from energy 
terms only. The radius of the o+6 is determined by the attraction 
of the K shell electrons for the nucleus, the Kinetic energy of the 
electrons in the K shell, and the mutual repulsion of the two electrons 
occupying the K shell. Figure 9 shows the core in hemisphere form. 




V core _ e== ( 2 )( ( 3 Zee) I ( 2Rc) ) 
The radius of the o+G ion (Re) can be determined to give a minimum 
energy from the relation 
Eq.8 
where 
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Taking the partial of E with respect to Re, it is found 
Eq.9(a) Re a 45{30Z - 12). 
Since for oxygen Z= 8 and e = -1 in atomic units 
Eq.10 E(O 6)/Rc = -18/(4Rc3) -6/(5Rc2) 24/Rc2 - O 
therefore, Re= 0.19737 atomic units. 
e is a fixed parameter in the sense that it equals o0 for the 
t + i 1 state and 90° 
as a constant 
i 
for the !I' state. 
1e + 1 
in the ';. and tJ; state 
Therefore, e can be considered 
energy calculation. This 
leaves just Ri and Ro as variables. But, from the basic concept 
of tangent sphere (i.e. the spheres are tangent to one another and 
to the cores) Ro can be arrived at geometrically as a function of Ri. 
~f dA Thus , the problem of the general energy calculation for the 
7 
and "'1 
states reduces to one of a single variable parameter - Ri. 
J - 
The~ state of molecular oxygen can also be broken down to a 
single variable parameter. Figure 6 shows the relationship between 
the seven and five spin set. Since the o+6 ion is assumed to be 
independent of the Land M shell electrons (Equation 9) the core 
size remains the same as it was for the 1~ +and 1~) state case. The 
1. - 
problem with the~ state lies in the fact that complete tangency 
cannot be maintained except under certain conditions. Consideration 
of the five spin set will exemplify this. 
7 ~ 
The five spin set for the t; state of oxygen is shown in 
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Figure 10. The outer electrons are of one size (Rdo), and 
~the inner electrons are of another size (Rdi) to give 
tangency. The 1hole1 formed by the three bonding electrons 
of the five spin set is shown in Figure !O(A). The radius 
of an inscribed circle necessary to fill this 1hole1 is 
Eq.11 2Rdi/JJ - Rdi = Rhole • 
Therefore, the maximum size that the inner electron spheres 
can have in order to insure complete tangency would be that 
size that gives a 1hole1 just equal to the size of the o+6 
ion. That is; 
Eq.12 Rao - Rc(2/J3 -1) 
The five spin set also has a minimum size for the 
inner electron spheres. When the inner electrons are small 
enough, such that a plane tangent to the inner electront 
spheres is also tangent to the core, the outer electron 
sphere (Rdo), to be in contact with the inner electron 
spheres and the core would have to be of infinite size, or 
approach a plane. This concept is shown in Figure IO(B). 
Fortunately, for the minimum sphere size to be exceeded or 
approached, the inrernuciear'·distance must be too small for 
the purposes of this paper. 
7'E, - The variables for the J state are shown in Figure 6 
and are Re, Rao, Rai, Rdo, Rdi, and c. Since the minimum 
energy core size for oxygen is known, it can be considered 
a constant. If one chose the parameter Rai as a variable, 
it is evident that Rdo will be determined for any value of 
Rai. Also, once Rai is stated, C will be known. Knowing C 
-17- 
~immediately gives Rdi, and because the spheres must be 
tangent to, and in a tetrahedral array around the cores, 
Rdo is also determined. 
-18- 
3. - 
F~igure 10 - The Spin Set of the ~State of Oxygen 
C: 
Figure 10(~) - '1 
f + (l J. I J If';,,, J~ ~ 




4e <I' I ~e - 
The energy expressions for the <-; , \a;, and 'J- states are 
shown in Appendix B, along with any appropriate geometrical formulae 
for reducing each to a single parameter. 
B; The Minimization Technique 
t ., 1 ~ - To determine the min[mum energies of the '£;, ';,and :!j states 
of the oxygen molecule it is only necessary to determine values of the 
known parameter and then to adjust the variable parameter until a 
minimum energy situation is reached. 
With the aid of the General Electric 415 Computer, the minimi- 
zations were carried out for the three stationary states of oxygen. 
It must be remembered that by stationary it is meant that the molecular 
configurations are given no consideration of angular momentum. The 
only thing that would hold this model apart, that is give the electron 
spheres size, would be the Pauli Exclusion Principle and the kinetic 
energy of the electron spheres. 
The values given in Table 1 are those determined by the minimi- 
zation of the energy expressions shown in Appendix B. It is worth 
noting that the values are only carried out to three places past the 
decimal point. Although the computer carried out these values to 
several places, for the purposes of this paper three places will be 
considered sufficient. 
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Figure 11 - Visual Comparison of the Minimizational 
and Experimental Energy Differences 
:!f,.. - J 114.727 x 10-12 ergs 




x 10·12 ergs 
10-12 x ergs 
ergs 
~r- 2.62 







In the case of the~ state it should be noted that the energy 
obtained is not really a minimum energy. Tnat is, the energies did 
not go through a minimum. This value is the lowest that could be ob- 
ta~ned without forsaking the first principles approach of complete 
.1 - 
tangency. It is at this value of Rai that the~; state five spin set 
was just tangent to the core and each other. 
As can be seen from Table '1 and Figure 11, the energy differences 
obtained from a first principles approach are approximately 44 times 
j£.4 J too large for the 1 state and 39 times too large for the ~ state. 
These values, while better than those obtained by taking the point 
charge approach of Moore, are rather large. Also, the internuclear 
distance obtained by both methods is approximately two times too small. 
Viewing the theoretical values on a relative basis yields more 
encouraging results. Using the values from Table I the ratio of the 
Lr+ t 





while the theoretical calculation yields 
Eq.14 ~4minimization = 1. 841. 
~ minimazat ion 
As can be seen, these values compare favorably from a relative stand- 
point. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to give attention to two matters: 
first, the simplification of the techniques involved in the theoretical 
-23- 
calculation; second, to attempt to raise the internuclear distance 
while lowering the absolute energy differenc·es without effecting the 
relative energy of the system. 
c. Equal Spheres Technique 
A simplifying approach to the minimization technique presented 
in the last section would be to assume that all the electron spheres 
of both spin sets are of equal size. That is, to assume that the 
spheres between the nucleii are the same size as those in the non- 
bonding region. This would greatly simplify the calculations and 
would do away with the minimization technique because the sphere sizes, 
and hence the energy, would be determined by geometry and not by 
minimization. 
Using the equa l size spheres approach for the s49 .-.and .t~ state 
of oxygen proved quite useful, although a special case had to be made 
1. ... 
out of the l; state of oxygen. 
l - For the'£; state it is only possible to allow one spin set to be 
of equal size spheres and still maintain the concept of tangent spheres. 
This is because the centers of the tetrahedra will not coincide if the 
t, + 1'1., spheres of both spin sets are of equal size. Since, in thee; and 17 
state the spin sets have the same relative orientation in space, this 
problem does not arise. If one spin set sphere size were allowed to 
-24- 
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be larger than the other spin set sphere size, the centers of the 
tetrahedra would coincide, but the requirement of tangency would be 
forsaken. This is because there is only one size sphere for each 
sp_in set that will form a tetrahedra about each core and still main- 
tain tangency. If one spin set were kept constant, while the other 
spin set were allowed to vary so as to fit the requirement of tangent 
spheres, the internuclear distance obtained would be in one case ex- 
tremely small, while in the other case, extremely large with relation 
1 + t ... 
to that obtained for the~ and '!i states. The only alternative open 
t1.;.,. 1'141.l. is to use the internuclear distance obtained from the 'and ~ 
1. - 
states calculation in the ~,state in order to calculate sphere size 
and energy. It is realized that the internuclear distances given by 
1e+ t 
the 41 and t.l) states are approximately two times too small, but this 
distance was used for the sake of keeping the models as alike one 
another as possible. 
J - The concept of using an equal size sphere~ approach to the ~state 
is shown figuratively in Figure 1a.. 
.. 
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Figure 12 - The Effect of Using Single Size Spheres 
for Either the '5' or '7' Spin Set of 
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The equal spheres approach results are shown in Table :l4 and 
graphed on Figure 13 along with the results from the minimization 
results. 
As can be seen from Table a.,. and Figure 13 the difference in- 
volved in using equal size spheres as compared to a minimization 
approach is quite negligible for present purposes. Therefore, for 
simplicity in the calculation, the equal size spheres approach will 
be used whenever possible. The absolute energy difference is still 
"' approximately 40 times too large for the "tj state and 20 times too 
large for the~ state. The relative energy changes little as can 
be seen from Equations 15 and 16 below. 
'. + Eq.15 'l;._ exp - 1.666 - 
ttJ) exp 
.. , +- 
Eq.16 'tj equal spheres = 2.122 
l..IJ/ equal spheres 
Therefore, it seems logical that the first principles approach of 
tangent sphere systems will have to be forsaken for a more empirical 
approach such that the correct internuclear distance and absolute 
energy differences might be obtained. 
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Figure 13 - Visual Comparison of the Minimization 
Technique and Equal Spheres Energy 
Differences 
-~ 114. 727 x 10-12 eegs , - 
f + 
1""'J,11'1", .. -- 100.690 x 10·12ergs 
47.488 x 10·12ergs 
1d, 
I '"' 
62.622 x 10-12 ergs 
7~- £; - 
Minimization 
Technique 





III. Effect of Using Experimental Internuclear Distance 
As is now evident, a strict adherence to the tangent sphere 
model is not practical for calculating energy differences or inter- 
nuclear distances from a first principles approach. It seems 
appropriate to attempt to correct the model by adopting a more 
empirical approach using the experimental internuclear distance. 
With the use of the experimental internuclear distance, two approaches 
to the model can be taken. First, the core size can be increased to 
fit a completely tangent sphere model that gives the correct inter- 
nuclear distance. Second, the core size can remain as calculated 
in the first principles approach, Equation 9(a), and the experimental 
internuclear distance can be introduced. Thus, the cores, separated 
at the experimental internuclear distance, will not be able to fill 
the holes presented by the electron spin tetrahedra. Inherent in 
this approach is the deviation from the completely tangent sphere 
system to a system in which the electron spheres are tangent to one 
another but not to their respective nucleii. 
A. The effect of increasing the core size 
To increase the internuclear distance by increasing the core 
size would mean rejecting the core size calculated by the first prin- 
ciples approach in Chapter 2 A. But, since this approach gave such 
good agreement with Pauling's crystal radii in (Table 3) and was quite 
-30- 
straightforward, it would seem unreasonable to abandon it. Using 
the general equation to calculate the core size, 
Equation 9(a) Re= 45/(30il- 12), 
core sizes were calculated for all the first row elements. These are 
shown, along with the crystal radii for the core ions given by Pauling, 
in Table 3, As can be seen, agreement between the calculated values 
and the crystal radii of Pauling are good. This lends some weight 
to the concept of tangent sphere calculations. Because the calculated 
core sizes were relatively good, it was decided to allow the core 
sizes to remain the same and to adopt the 'rattling core' technique 
to correct the internuclear distance. 
B. The 'rattling core' technique 
The 'rattling core' technique is empirical because the experi- 
mental internuclear distance is used. The energy expressions for the 
1,- +- 1" · t h h h ~; and u; are JUS t e same as t ey were int e equal spheres ap- 
proach except that the cores no longer touch the electron spheres, 
'7, - . 
For the / state an equal spheres approach was adopted. That is, for 
the7spin set, all the electron spheres were assumed to be of an equal 
size, and the spheres for theSspin set were assumed to be of equal 
l'f!' .. 
The equal spheres technique for the~;; state was used for three size. 
reasons. $.e ,. First, this technique worked quite well for the~; and 
states. Second, a considerable amount of calculation and minimization 
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.. 
was avoided because, for a constant internuclear distance only one 
size sphere for the seven spin set can be used. Third, only with 
equal size spheres for each spin set can a regular tetrahedron be 
formed by each spin set around the cores. 
t.t' + 1 1 ...... The energies obtained for the ~; , tJ;, and ~ sets of molecular 
oxygen were calculated ~nd are shown, along with the equal spheres 
approach energy values, in Table 4. These values are shown graph- 
ically in Figure 14. 
As can be seen from Table 4, the energy differences obtained by 
the 'rattling core' technique are much worse, both relatively and 
absolutely, than the values obtained with the equal spheres approach. 
Of interest here is the fact that the difference in energy between 
:!£ f I. 1 + :J 
the '; and ~ states are closer to the "<; and ~states experimental 
energy differences than for the equal spheres technique. Perhaps the 
'£. + ~ reason for the poor energy differences of the ; and ~states lies 
in the fact that the five and seven spin sets of the ~state were 
assumed to be of equal size in the 'rattling core' technique, while 
they were allowed to vary in the equal spheres technique. This 
conjecture is substantiated by the relative changes in energies for 
1.t"' f 1 \ 
the e.; and~ states from the equal spheres approach to the 'rattling 
,~ - core' approach, about ten atomic units, while the change in the '~ 
state was only about five atomic units. Therefore, changing the 
. .?e - 
method of calculation of the~ state seems to affect the energy in 
.. 
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Figure 14 - Visual Comparison of the 'rattling core' 
Technique and the Equal Spheres Technique 
t{J+ 265.420 x 10-12 ergs 
'a 236.520 x 10-12 ergs i 
o.ooo ergs --- 
'rattling core' 
Technique 
100.690 x 10-12 ergs 





a negative way. 
C. The Electron Sphere Inflated Approach and the Electron 
Sphere Deflated Approach 
Two approaches to correct the energy differences obtained in the 
'rattling core• approach were attempted. First, the electron spheres 
were expanded to touch the cores, while keeping the internuclear 
distances constant. Thus, the electron spheres could be said to be 
holding the cores apart according to the Pauli Exclusion Principle. 
Second, the electrons were shrunk, again while keeping the internuclear 
distance constant, until the outer electrons touched the cores. This 
had the effect of keeping the cores together according to the Pauli 
Exclusion Principle. 
It was found that it was impossible to expand the inner electron 
spheres of the five spin set of the state until they touched the cores. 
Figure 15 shows a representation of the inner electrons of the five spin 
set touching the cores. 
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Figure 15 - Inflated Spheres Technique for the Five 
Spin Set of the '";-State of Oxygen 
~ 
/ 
For this situation, Equation 17 can be derived from Figure 15. 
Eq. 17 4 Rai 
2/4 f c2 = {Re+ Rai)2 
Solving for Rai, Equation 18 is obtained. 
6Rc + {36Rc2 - 12{c2 Eq. 18 Rai = 
2 
If the parameters C and Re are introduced from Table 5, that is, for 
the 'rattling core' technique, the square root in the quadratic 
equation becomes negative. Consequently, no physical situation like 
this can occur, and the five spin set cannot meet the requirements 
necessary for this approach. 
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The 'inflated sphere' approach can, however, be applied to the 
1r + tA <; and '-:istates of molecular 
be calculated, only the energy 
74!'- 
oxygen. As the 'J state energy cannot 
1 t' ., 
difference of the ' and ,, states can 
be used. These are shown in Table 5 along with the appropriate energy 
differences from the 'rattling core' technique. As can be seen from 
:t .,. ""' Table 5, the energy differences for the ~ and /states are the best 
1 - 
yet obtained, but, since the~ state cannot be determined, they are 
essentially meaningless here. 
The technique of deflating the electron spheres until the outer 
electrons come into contact with the cores can be used for all.three 
states of oxygen. The 'deflated core' technique is shown in Figure 16 , - 
for the five spin set of the~ state of molecular oxygen. 
The energies obtained with the 'deflated spheres' technique along 
with the experimental and 'rattling core' technique energy values are 
shown in Table 6. As can be seen from Table 6, although the difference 
l.r + ' 
in energies between the ') and "}i states are not as good as those ob- 
tained by the 'inflated spheres' technique, the energy differences are 
better than those obtained by the 'rattling core' technique. Unfor- 
tunately, the energy differences given are much worse than those ob- 
tained with the equal spheres technique. The reason for this lies 
l - again in the fact that the energy of the~ state was calculated by 
using an equal spheres model instead of using different size spheres 
as was necessary in the equal spheres approach. 
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Figu:g;-e 1.2 - Illustration of the 'deflated spheres' 
Technique for the Five Spin Set of the 
7£;-state of Oxygen 
I 
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IV. Angular Momentwn 
In classical mechanics, the angular momentum of rotation is 
defined as, 
Eq. 19 J::: I w 
where I is the moment of inertia. The kinetic energy of rotation 
associated with angular momentwn is, 
-- T..2 Eq. 20 K.E.rot ~ 
2 
By substitution of Equation 19 into Equation 20, the kinetic energy 
associated with the angular momentum is obtained. 
Eq. 21 K.E. r /(21:) ang. mom,- 
To determine the distribution of angular momentum in a tangent 
sphere model, it is necessary to refer to molecular orbital theory. 
The molecular orbital designation of the electrons about the oxygen 
molecule is given in Equation 22. 
Eq. 22 
2 3 4 5 Term 
It must be remembered that since the ls electrons remain localized 
on their respective cores they are left out of the representation in 
Equation 22. 
1,,.. t: J.& , 
the e.; , ~ 
The first three terms of Equation 22 are invariant for 
~' 
and ~states of oxygen. This is because terms 1 and 2 
serve to localize four electrons back on their respective atoms. That 
is, the electrons designated, 
-42- 
are localized as 
,_ '°"' I' + 
2 IS" II I' • 
The third term in Equation 22 is the Pz (the z axis is arbitrarily 
taken to be the internuclear axis) bonding orbital. 
(2pf)2 is assigned ;;> 
to 
Therefore, only terms 4 and 5 of Equation 22 are effected by different 
electronic states of the molecule. Terms 1, 2, and 3 give the elec- 
tronic configuration shown in Figure 17. This arrangement is peculiar 
to all three states of oxygen. 
Figure 17 - Basic Electronic Configuration of the 1£ ;_ , 1t1;z , and .1~ States of Oxygen 
d. 
The i.1; state of the molecule is described by putting two electrons 
in the {2p :!:tif'*) orbital-one electron of spin up and the other of spin 
down. Thus, the electrons with molecular orbital designations 
are assigned as, 
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which when combined give the following bonding and nonbonding 
situation; 
non bonding bonding 
2P+t11 1 T' 2 e-« Q r- :J r. 1 1" l{'., 1 A L. ,. 21'<1t (! L 
Thus, in addition to the basic electronic configuration shown in 
1 Figure 17, the two spin sets for the "(Ji state of oxygen look like 
Figure 18. 
Figure 18 - Bonding and Nonbonding for the 1.d ?- 
State of Oxygen 
~Up 
2p+l (core) 2-n:,1 (core) 2 
P_,.l 2p~1 (core) 211_1 (core) 2P+ 
1 
The effect of having the bonding electrons in the t~3state going around 
in the opposite direction of the nonbonding electrons will be discussed 
later. From Figure 18, it can be seen that there are four units of 
angular momentum spread over the outer spheres and two units of angular 
momentum associated with the inner electrons. 
It should be noted here that the pieces of the total momentum, and 
not the net momentum is used in evaluating the kinetic energy due to 
rotation. The reason for this is in building the tangent sphere model, 
it was assumed that the electrons were brought in from infinity with 
no other energy than their inherent spin. Thus, to get the total 
energy of the molecule, it is necessary to start each electron spinning 
around the internuclear axis. That is, the kinetic energy is the sum 
of the absolute value of the pieces rather than the net vector effect. 
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Using the same procedure to determine the contributions to the 
angular momentum for the i£1+state, the following situation is obtained. 
The electrons are assigned as, 
which when combined gives, 
nonbonding 
2Pt1 A v + 2p.,.11J L.- 




The above gives the bonding and nonbonding situation described in 
Figure 19. 
t .,.. 
Figure 19 - The Electronic Configuration for .. a'J State 
of Molecular Oxygen ~ 
Spin Up 
:lf> ... 1 (.cur~) ~ ~1. ( C.OV'e) 2p.,..1. 
Spin~ 
:l.f'f 1 ( C.oll"~) ~ tt_1 ( C.or~) ~P-t:L 
Therefore, there again is two units of angular momentum spread over 
the inner spheres and four units of angular momentum spread over the 
outer spheres. 
The determination of the electronic configuration for the 
state of Oxygen is shown in Figure 20. 
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Figure 20 - The Determination of the Electronic 
Structure of the '~f State of Oxygen 
'I- 11) 2. (invariant)( ~~1:t rr) ( :l I> tj 11 
assignment of electrons- ~ 
~P+t ? j,. 2,0+ i f... 
fl,,_ t 1 ~ 2 p "!i. v 
combination of electrons 
non bonding 
2f)4.1. &I &.. 
2p-1A lo 
bonding 
:2 ft- ,.1. 1 
~'Ir~ 11 
J - From Figure 20 the bonding and nonbonding relation of the ~state 
can be determined as in Figure 21. 
Figure 21 J. - Bonding and Nonbonding in the~ State of 
Oxygen- 
2p., 1 "° (co.,., ) 
2,._t i,. 
Thus, there are four units of angular momentum spread over four outer 
electron spheres, and two units of angular momentum spread over three 
inner electron spheres. 
Unfortunately, the addition of angular momentum to a tangent 
sphere model is complicated by the fact that it requires some of the 
electrons of one spin set to rotate one way, and the rest to rotate in 
the opposite way. Because the tangent sphere system has, as one of its 
fundamental principles, a strict adherence to the Pauli Exclusion 
Principle, this cannot happen. Also, if some of the electron spheres 
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are rotating one way and some the other way in the same spin set, 
then a tetrahedral arrangement cannot be enforced. Consequently, 
the model will have to be changed to take into account electrons of 
one spin set slipping by one another in opposite direction, or the 
addition of angular momentum will have to be approached from some 
other vantage point than the molecular orbital theory. This paper 
does not cover these possibilities. 
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v. Conclusion 
The concept of using a tangent sphere model to calculate energy 
differences of the electronic states of a molecule, seems to have its 
basis in fact. The calculated core size was in good agreement with 
the crystal radius of the oi"6 ion given by Pauling. In all the cal- 
culational approaches taken in this work, the energies of ,.,.t J:- 
the order; ?- , ~ , and ~,? . 
minimizational and equal spheres technique, the relative energies 
the oxygen 
molecule always appeared in 
In the 
were good, but the internuclear distance was two times too small. The 
effect of taking a more empirical approach and using the correct 
internuclear distance, as in the 'rattling core' technique, did not 
give better energy differences or relative energies. The problem here 
is the inability to formulate a consistent approach for calculating 
1. - 
the energy of the~ state on going from the minimizational technique 
to the 'rattling core' techniques. Attempts to correct the "rattling 
core' technique energy differences by the 'deflated sphere' or the 
'inflated sphere' techniques did not make relative energies or energy 
differences any better. From the preceding ·it is obvious that the 
approach to determining energy differences of the tangent sphere 
molecule will have to be changed. A method of introduction of angular 
momentum, consistent with the model, will have to be determined. Also, 
it will be advantageous to go back over the energy expressions,notably 
the kinetic energy expression, to determine if these expressions can 
be changed to better fit a tangent sphere molecule. 
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It is hoped that a computer program can be made 
which will determine the appropriate energy and geomet- 
rical relationships for a molecule. That is, the placement 
of the electron spheres and cores in a molecule will be 
inputed to the computer. The computer will then determine 
the electron-electron, core-electron, and core-core 
distances quantitatively and calculate energies associated 
with each entity present. In this way, the total energy 
for any number or variation of tangent sphere models can 
be detennined with relative ease. 
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VI. Appendix A - The Overlap Equation 
The overlap eqt(ation, as derived by Newmark (5), is 
valid from tangency to complete overlap of electron spheres. 
V0verlap= f(Rx, Ry, D)= f(A, B, D) 
Voverlap= [1/32} { [ (l/D:)( 16 - (9B)/A - (9A)/B + B3/A3 
+ A3/B3] 
+f 1/A][ 24 •(24B2)/(5A2) + (9DB)/A2 
-(8D2)/A2 + (3D3)/B3] 
+ [t!B] [ 24 -(24A2)/(5B2) + (9DA)/B2 
-(8D2)/B2 + (3D3)/A3] 
- [D5/(5A3B3) + (!8D)/(AB)]~ 
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~ r VII. Appendix B - Energy Equations for the £1, ~J, 
and 7tf Electronic States of 
Molecular Oxygen 
/. " ~ The energy equation for the 'and 
1states 
is shown 
below. The paramter Q is defined in Figurer/ , and 
1 t 
. defines the ~ state when, 
0 
Q = o.ooo 
d. and defines the ~state when 
0 6 :90.000 • 
= 2/(2RoRi)~ + 4/(2Ro2 +8RoRi +2Ro2cos~)~ 
+ 2/(Ro2 +2RoRi)~ + 2/Ro 
+ 4/(2Ro2 + 8RoRi - 2Ro2eosQ )~ + l/Ri 
+ 16/(Ri +Ro)+ 12/(5Re) 
+ 8/((Ri + Ro)2 +2RiRosinQ )~ 
+ 9( l/Ro2 + I/(2Ri2) + l/!2Re2) ) 
+ 18/C 
-(12)(4/(Ro +Re) +4/{Ro2 +((2RoRi)~ 
+ C)2)~ + 4/(Ri +Re) +4/Re) 
+~(4) f(Ro,Ro, (2Ro2( I+ cosQ))~) 
+ (4) f(Ro,Ro, (2Ro2( I- cosQ))~) 
k, + (2) f(Ri,Ri, (2Ri2( l+ cosQ))2) 
+ (2) f(Ri,Ri, (2Ri2( 1- cosQ))~) 
+ (8) f(Ri,Ro, ((Ri+Ro)2-2RiRosinQ)~) 
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.. 
By reference to Figure 8 it can be determined that 
all the parameters can be expres.sed in terms of one 
variable, Ri. Re can be considered constant for any element. 
1.e I J. g is constant for either the c;or the ~,state. For a 
completely tangent sphere system, that is the electron 
spheres are tangent to both themselves and the core, C 
can be determined in tenns of Ri by Equation 22. 
Eq. 22 C = (2RiRc + Rc2)~ 
Ro can be determined in tenns of Ri by use of Equation 23. 
-B + (B2 - 4AC)~ Eq. 23 Ro= 
2A 
In Equation 23, 
A = 1 
B = 2Ri + 2(C+ Re) 
and, 
2 2 C = Ri + (C +Re) • 
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.. The energy equation for the r~-state is shown below • 
The parameters used in this equation are determined by 
reference to Figure 6 . Also, from Figure 6 , it can be 
determined that all the parameters can be expressed in 
terms of one variable - Rai. Re is considered as a constant. 
E <~7-) = 3/(2z) + 6/(2Rao) + 6/2(Rao2 + z2r~ 
+ 6/(Rao + Rai) + 3/2Rdi +6/(Rdo + Rai) 
+ l/(2Zd) + 6/(4Rao2/3 + (Z + Zd)2)~ 
+ 2/Zd + 6/(4(Rao + Rdi)2/3 + z2)~ 
+ 12/(SRc) 
- (6)(6/(Rao +Re)+ 6/(Rdi +Re) 
+2/(Rdo +Re)+ 2/(c + Zd) + 2/C 
+6/(4Rao2/3 + (Z + C)2)~ + l/(2C) ) 
-48/Rc +(9/8)(1/Rai2 + 6/Rao2 + 3/Rdi2 
+ 2/Rdo2) 
+4/((Rdi - Rao)2 + Rd.i + Rao)2/3 + z2)~ 
+ (6) f(Rao,Rdo,(4Rao2/3 + (Zd - z)2)~) 
},,- + (3) f(Rdi,Rao,(2Rdi/(3)2) ) 
+ (4) f(Rao,Rdi,(Rdi2+(Rdi - 2Rao)2/3 +z2)~) 
+ (4) f Rao,Rdi,(Rao2+(2Rdi- Rao)2/3 +z2)~) 
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.. 
Rdo can be determined in terms of Rai by Equation 24. 
In Equation 24, 
X = Re.,.. C 
and, 
C • Rai r Re. 
Rdi can be determined in terms of Rai by Equation 25. 
2 2 .:!. Eq.25 Rdi = 6Rc t-(36~c -{12)(C - Re)) 2 
Rao can be determined in terms of Rai by Equation 26. 
Eq.26 Rao = -B + (B2 - 4AC) ! 
2A 
In Equation 26, 
(4Rai2 4Rc2 
2 A = - 8RaiRc t ..,. (4C )/3) 
B = (4P(Rai .,.. Re) - 8C2Rai) 
c = (P2 -4C2Rai2) 
p = (c2 - Rc2+ Rai2). 
All the above relations were worked out by simple geometry and 
algebraic manipulations. As is evident, the use of a computer greatly 
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